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Abstract

The present study aims to evidence the effect of the excitation line on the

planar laser-induced fluorescence of hydroxyl radical (OH-PLIF) imaging

in H2-fueled detonation wave. We experimentally validated an updated

laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) model, called KAT-LIF, which includes a

spectrally-resolved fluorescence spectrum, using a recently developed optical

detonation duct. We numerically investigated the effects of the excitation

line, the initial pressure (20 - 100 kPa), and the diluent (N2/Ar) on the flu-

orescence spectrum, the spectrally- and one-dimensionally-averaged LIF in-

tensity, and the quantitative capabilities of the OH-LIF measurements for

different 2 H2 –O2 –3.76 diluent detonable mixtures. The investigated excita-

tion lines were (0,0)Q1(7), both (1,0)Q2(8) and (1,0)Q1(9), and (1,0)Q1(6),

which all belong to the A2Σ+ ← X2Π transition. The main findings are the

following: (i) considering the commercially available OH filters, Q2(8)+Q1(9)

excitation scheme has the highest LIF intensity for all the investigated H2-



fueled detonations, while Q1(7) could provide the strongest intensity with

better (custom) collection optics; (ii) the maximum LIF intensity decreases

with increasing pressure for all the excitation schemes; (iii) using a single

point calibration, at the fluorescence peak, it is not possible to perform quan-

titative measurements of OH radicals for any H2-fueled detonation, using the

conventional excitation schemes. Finally, we experimentally evidenced more

favorable excitation schemes to obtain qualitative information far behind the

front, by employing the saturated regime of fluorescence or the optically

thin linear regime with appropriate laser configuration. These two excita-

tion schemes correspond to more appropriate LIF strategies that will enable

better detonation flow visualization in future studies.

Keywords: PLIF, optical diagnostic, fluorescence regime

1. Introduction

During the past 20 years, planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) has

been used in several laboratories Worldwide to image the reaction zone of

propagating detonation. The pioneering studies were performed indepen-

dently at Caltech [1] and at the Technical University of Munich (TUM) [2, 3].

The extensive studies [1, 4–6] performed at Caltech still constitute the main

source of hydroxyl radical (OH) PLIF images for the detonation community.

OH-PLIF images correspond to the two-dimensional imaging of OH laser

induced fluorescence (LIF) signals. The LIF scheme employed at Caltech

relied on the simultaneous excitation, with an incident laser energy pulse

of 6.5 mJ, of the A2Σ+ ← X2Π (1,0)Q2(8) and (1,0)Q1(9) transitions near

284 nm. The fluorescence signal was shown to be in the linear regime. A
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variety of reactive mixtures including hydrogen-based mixtures with oxygen

or nitrous oxide as an oxidant and various diluents such as argon, nitrogen,

and carbon dioxide, as well as hydrocarbon-oxygen-diluent mixtures were

employed. This wide variety of mixture compositions and properties enabled

the study of detonation demonstrating a wide range of instability level, from

weakly to highly unstable. However, it is noted that the experiments were

limited to low initial pressure conditions, i.e., mainly at 20 kPa. The studies

conducted at TUM, by Eder [2] and Eder and Brehm [3], have focused on the

imaging of detonation propagating in lean hydrogen-air mixtures initially at

100 kPa and 295 K. A KrF excimer laser at approximately 248.46 nm was

employed to excite the transition A2Σ+ ← X2Π (3,0)P2(8) with an energy

per pulse of 450 mJ. The use of this transition line enabled Eder to perform

laser-induced predissociation fluorescence. Despite the limited fluorescence

quantum yield of this approach [7], it seems that the saturated fluorescence

regime was achieved. Only a limited number of images, approximately 10,

were obtained in Eder’s studies. Wang et al. [8] employed the same excita-

tion scheme than the one applied at Caltech [1, 4–6] to study weakly unsta-

ble detonation propagating in 2H2-O2-10Ar initially at 45.3 kPa and 295 K.

However, the experimental configuration was different since an incident laser

sheet propagating perpendicular to the detonation was used whereas Austin

and Pintgen [1, 4–6] employed a head-on or frontal configuration. A similar

PLIF configuration was applied by Wang et al. [9] to detonation propagating

in methane-air mixture. PLIF was also applied to other detonation related

phenomena such as diffraction at an abrupt area change [10, 11], reflection

induced re-initiation inside bent pipe [12, 13], and flame acceleration and
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deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) [7, 14, 15].

These studies, especially the ones performed at Caltech, enabled to deter-

mine the geometry of the reaction zone which is characterized by a keystone

structure. Such a feature is a result of the coupling between gas dynamics and

chemical kinetics and its regularity depends on the reduced activation energy

of the mixture in which the detonation is propagating. While for weakly un-

stable detonation, the reaction zone appears regular and smooth, it appears

corrugated and wrinkled for highly unstable detonations [6]. Under certain

conditions, pockets of low fluorescence intensity can be observed behind the

detonation front. This feature is particularly visible on the images of Eder [2].

These pockets of unburnt gas were previously studied numerically by Oran

et al. [16] and their consumption through diffusive combustion is believed to

be of the primary importance for the propagation of highly unstable detona-

tions [17]. Also present on the images of Eder are regions of high fluorescence

intensity away from the detonation front. Such features were not observed

in the images obtained at Caltech and it was demonstrated by Mével et

al. [18, 19] that in the linear fluorescence regime, using Q2(8)+Q1(9) excita-

tion scheme, a detonation is an optically thick reactive flow, which prevents

the observation of these regions of high OH number density away from the

front and complicates the comparison between experiments and numerical

simulations.

From this review of the PLIF application to detonation wave, several limi-

tations of the technique are evidenced. The excitation scheme based on the

A2Σ+ ← X2Π (1,0)Q2(8) and (1,0)Q1(9) transitions, which was employed in
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most studies, leads to partially non-physical images of the detonation reac-

tion zone. On the other hand, the approach implemented by Eder enables to

observe both the unreacted and reacting pockets behind the detonation front

but the predissociation LIF might modify the chemical structure of the deto-

nation wave, since it induces the decomposition of OH radicals into O and H

atoms. In addition, since a large energy pulse is required to perform predisso-

ciation LIF, the potential of this approach for future high-speed application

is limited [7]. Numerically, Mével [20] showed that under certain conditions,

the physical correctness of the fluorescence signal can be maintained in the

linear regime as long as an optically-thin flow is imaged. Thus, other excita-

tion schemes might enable to better characterize the reaction zone structure

of detonation wave.

The goal of the present study is to evidence the effect of the excitation

lines on the OH-PLIF imaging of several H2 detonations, in order to improve

the current excitation strategies or propose new ones. This study has two ob-

jectives: the first one is to compare the maximum fluorescence intensity and

the quantitative capabilities of three commonly employed excitation schemes

in deflagration studies. To assess them, we developed a spectrally-resolved

LIF model that we validated against several new experimental results. The

second objective is to identify one or several excitation strategies which could

address the non-physical LIF signal evolution obtained in the previous OH-

PLIF images in the literature [1, 4–6, 8]. The manuscript is organized as

follows: (i) the spectroscopic and numerical tools are presented; (ii) the ex-

perimental setup and its diagnotics are detailed; (iii) the results from the
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validation and the parametric study are presented; (iv) the proof of concept

of two favorable excitation schemes are demonstrated experimentally.

2. Numerical simulations

2.1. Spectroscopic model

An in-house code, called KAT-LIF and based on a previous LIF model [18,

21], which employs HITRAN2016 database [22], was developed to simulate

the fluorescence intensities and the fluorescence spectra obtained with dif-

ferent excitation lines. The present results were obtained with an updated

version of HITRAN2016, for which the OH lines of Yousefi et al. were in-

cluded [23]. KAT-LIF code was preferred over LIFBASE to overcome several

limitations of LIFBASE (e.g., the built-in autoscale of the Y-axis, the con-

stant laser energy, and the non-spectrally resolved fluorescence spectrum)

and for simulation convenience because LIFBASE cannot be coupled with

any programming languages.

The KAT-LIF code includes all the latest developments presented in [21]

regarding the laser sheet orientation effects, the Doppler and pressure broad-

enings, the contribution of multiple transition lines in the vicinity of the

laser excitation wavelength, and the Doppler and pressure shifts of the exci-

tation lines. KAT-LIF also considers spectrally-resolved emission spectrum

based on (i) the allowed emission lines for a given excitation line and (ii) the

emission lineshape assuming a Voigt profile. The same method, as described

in [21] for the excitation lineshape, was employed to calculate the emission

Voigt profile. The linecenter shifts (Doppler and pressure) of the emission

lines were not considered, as they are negligible (< 1 pm) under the present
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conditions [21], since the LIF signal is collected perpendicular to the detona-

tion propagation. For a given excitation line (i), the absorption term (Ψ) is

obtained from

Ψi ∝ fBΓiI
0
νIbNOHBi

1

Q
, (1)

where fB is the Boltzmann fraction, Γi is the dimensionless overlap integral

of the ith excitation line with the laser line, I0ν is the normalized spectral

laser irradiance, Ib is an absorption-based laser energy factor, NOH is the

OH number density, B is the Einstein B coefficient of the ith transition, and

Q is the quenching rate. Further explanations for each of these terms can be

found in [10, 18].

For a given excitation line (i), all the j allowed emission lines are identified

based on the selection rules discussed in [24] regarding the rotational energy

level difference (P, Q, and R selection rule) and the parity restrictions (+-

or -+). The total fluorescence intensity (F ) is given by

F ∝
i∑
1

j∑
1

ΨiAjΦEm.,j, (2)

where Aj is the Einstein A coefficient of the jth emission line, ΦEm.,j is

the Voigt profile of the jth emission line. To be consistent with the excitation

lineshape spectral resolution and to limit computational costs, each emission

lineshape is computed in a range of ±50 pm around their central wavelength

with a 1 m−1 spectral resolution (i.e., corresponding to 80 fm near 284 nm).

Then, different filter transmission spectra can be applied on the resulting

fluorescence spectrum to enable experimental-numerical comparisons or to
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identify the optimum collection optics. Note that vibrationnal (VET) and

rotational energy transfers (RET) are expected to be a second order effect

with the present short laser pulse (7 ns) and camera exposure time (10 ns), as

the collected fluorescence signal is mainly obtained from the laser-populated

excitated states [25]. Both effects are currently neglected in KAT-LIF. In

addition, photon-trapping effects (i.e, absorption of the fluorescence signal

emitted towards the camera) on the emission spectrum are currently not

considered in KAT-LIF simulations.

The potential interfering absorption by species other than OH and H2O,

already included in [21], was investigated using Zel’dovich-von Neumann-

Döring (ZND) simulations. This investigation was motivated by (i) the

different absorption cross-sections of the three lines (resulting from the line-

shape and linestrength product [18]), (ii) a possible higher relative contribu-

tion of some species at 310 nm (Q1(7) spectral domain) compared to 284 nm

(Q2(8)+Q1(9) spectral domain), and (iii) the possible contribution of new

species for H2-air detonation due to the nitrogen chemistry, as previous appli-

cations of the LIF model were essentially limited to Argon-diluted mixtures.

Under all investigated conditions (H2 –air/H2 –O2 –Ar, φ=1, 20−100 kPa,

and 293 K ), all species other than OH radical had a negligible contribution,

less than 0.01 %, to the total absorption after the induction length (∆i, cor-

responding to the distance of the thermicity profile maximum). For distances

shorter than the induction length, all the species, including OH, have a neg-

ligible laser absorption because of the low OH number density and the short

optical paths involved.

Non-regression tests were performed between KAT-LIF and the previous
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LIF model [21], by comparing the 1D spectrally-averaged and normalized

fluorescence intensity with the previous validation cases presented in [21].

Similar normalized fluorescence profiles were obtained with both models.

Fig. 1 presents the simulation workflow of KAT-LIF. As an input, KAT-

LIF requires gas properties (temperature, pressure, and mixture composi-

tion), and laser characteristics (wavelength, laser linewidth, pulse duration,

and laser irradiance), to determine the OH parameters (Boltzmann frac-

tion, statistical weights, energy states), and the laser energy evolution along

the beam path (x). KAT-LIF’s simulation output provides the evolution of

the spectrally-resolved fluorescence spectrum along the beam path, based

on user-specified collection optics (no filters or any theoretical or commer-

cial filter). KAT-LIF simulations are performed with respect to the beam

path, which has either a frontal or transverse orientation with respect to the

detonation propagation (as previously employed in [21]).

2.2. ZND simulations

All the ZND simulations were performed using ZNDkin, considering a

detonation propagating at the Chapman-Jouguet velocity (DCJ). This code

has similar performances than the Shock and Detonation Toolbox (SDT) im-

plemented in [26] and was already used in previous studies [18, 21, 27–31]. It

is noted that similar profiles can be obtained with ZNDkin, the SDT, or the

Shock module of Chemkin, as discussed in [32].

The reaction model of [33] was employed to simulate both H2 –O2 –Ar

and H2 –air detonations for stoichiometric conditions at two initial pressures

(50 kPa and 100 kPa). This reaction model is composed of 31 chemical species
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Fig. 1. One-dimensional KAT-LIF simulation workflow. xn corresponds to the nth index
of the distance along the beam path (x). Thus, Inν , T (xn), P (xn), NOH(xn), Nspc(xn),
ψ(xn), and F (xn) correspond to the spectrally-resolved laser profile, temperature, pres-
sure, OH number density, number density of the others species, the laser absorption term,
and the fluorescence intensity at the distance xn along the beam path, respectively. x0 and
xmax correspond to first and last position along the beam path. The laser profile at the
position xn (Inν ) is recalculated from the initial laser input profile (I0ν ) and an absorption-
based laser energy factor (Inb ). Inb is determined for each position xn from Beer-Lambert
law. Note that for frontal laser orientation x = X, while x 6= X for transverse laser
orientation (with X corresponding to the distance from the shock).

and 193 reactions, including detailed NOx and NxHy chemistry, potentially

relevant for H2 –air conditions. The submodel of the excited state OH radical

(OH?) was removed from the reaction model [33], as the chemilumniscence

is not of interest in the present study. Note that the OH chemilumnis-

cence can be calculated a posteriori using the quasi-steady state approx-

imation [34]. This reaction model was extensively validated for different
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H2 –oxidizer–diluent mixtures for both shock tube- and detonation-relevant

conditions [21, 27, 32, 34, 35].
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Fig. 2. Temperature (T ), pressure (P ), and OH and H2O number densities (NOH, and
NH2O, respectively) evolution as a function of the distance behind the shock (X). Initial
conditions are: H2 –air, φ= 1, T = 293 K, and P = 50 kPa in a and P = 100 kPa in b.

Typical ZND simulation outputs are presented in Figs. 2a and 2b for sto-

ichiometric H2 –air detonation initiated at 293 K and for 50 kPa and 100 kPa

initial pressures, respectively. From Figs. 2a and 2b, the increase of the ini-

tial pressure has a limited effect on the von Neumann and CJ temperatures,

while it reduces the induction length and increases the absolute values of
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the pressure and number densities by approximately a factor of two. These

figures illustrates the effect of the initial pressure on the evolution of temper-

ature, pressure, and number densities of OH and H2O as a function of the

distance behind the shock (X). Furthermore, the change of diluent is also

expected to affect the evolution of these profiles, which emphasizes the need

of the parametric study performed in this work.

2.3. Conditions and quantities of interest

A parametric study was performed with KAT-LIF to evidence the most

influential parameters on OH-PLIF imaging of stoichiometric H2 detonations.

This parametric study aims at evidencing: (i) the effect of the initial pressure

by varying the pressure from 20 kPa to 100 kPa; (ii) the effect of the diluent

by replacing N2 with Ar in any H2 –air mixture composition. Note that the

effect of the diluent could also be related to the detonation stability crite-

ria; (iii) the effect of the excitation scheme among A2Σ+ ← X2Π(0,0)Q1(7),

the combined A2Σ+ ← X2Π(1,0)Q2(8) and A2Σ+ ← X2Π(1,0)Q1(9), and

A2Σ+ ← X2Π((1,0))Q1(6), which correspond to the following excitation

wavelength (in vacuum) 309.063, 284.006, and 283.011 nm, respectively . In

the following sections, these three transitions will be referred to as Q1(7),

Q2(8)+Q1(9), and Q1(6), respectively. Q1(7) was selected based on its the-

oretical strong fluorescence intensity, based on LIFBASE simulations [25].

Q2(8)+Q1(9) was selected as a reference point, as previous OH-PLIF imag-

ing in detonation were performed with this line [4, 6, 8, 36]. Q1(6) was

selected due to its intensive usage in deflagration studies (e.g.,[37, 38]).

Figure 3 presents the quantities of interest extracted from a typical H2 –air

detonation simulation, including both KAT-LIF and ZND simulation results.
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Fig. 3. Characteristic dimensions and quantities of interest extracted from KAT-LIF
and ZND simulations. LIFmax corresponds to the maximum value of the 1D fluorescence
intensity (LIFX). NOH,calc and NOH,ZND correspond to the OH number density recal-
culated from the 1D fluorescence signal (LIFX) and obtained from the ZND simulation,
respectively. Conditions are for a H2 –air detonation at φ= 1, T = 293 K and P = 50 kPa.

The quantities of interest include: LIFmax, which corresponds to the maxi-

mum value of the 1D fluorescence intensity profile (LIFX) for a given con-

ditions; NOH,calc and NOH,ZND correspond to the OH number density evo-

lution recalculated from LIFX and obtained from the ZND simulation, re-

spectively. NOH,calc is obtained from NOH,calc = LIFX/Cmax. Cmax, not

represented in Fig. 3, is a single-point-calibration constant determined at

the maximum of the fluorescence and OH number density, computed as fol-

low: Cmax = (LIFX)max/(NOH,calc)max; Error0→10cm is the maximum error

factor up to 10 cm behind the shock, based on the NOH,calc and NOH,ZND

ratio (NOH,calc/NOH,ZND for NOH,calc > NOH,ZND and NOH,ZND/NOH,calc for

NOH,calc < NOH,ZND ). In Fig. 3, Error0→10cm equals 2 (100% relative error)

and is reached at X = 10 cm. This error represents the error factor on the

recalculated NOH (i.e., NOH,calc) with respect to the calculated NOH from the

ZND simulations (i.e., NOH,ZND). While this single-point calibration method
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is not ideal (i.e., due to the strong temperature and pressure variations det-

onation waves), this metric aims at quantifying the quantitative capabilities

of three well-known excitation scheme and at identifying if acceptable errors

(<15%) are achievable for any stoichiometric H2 detonation. From our anal-

yses, the error is mainly related to the laser absorption. It is therefore a

metric of the sensitivity of the excitation scheme to laser absorption. The

10 cm limit in the error calculation was selected based on the dimension of

the experimental optical access (8 cm in the ODD).

3. Experimental setup and methodology

3.1. Experimental setup

Figure 4 presents the optical detonation duct (ODD) used in the present

study. The ODD is a 3-m-long stainless steel narrow channel with an inner

section of 170 × 20 mm2. It is composed of 6 modules, each of them 500-mm

long. In the end wall of module 1, three spark plugs are installed to ignite the

combustion along the channel height with a homemade ignition system. This

externally triggered ignition system generates three simultaneous sparks of

1 ms duration and about 10 mJ energy. Modules 1 and 2 are equipped with a

series of six obstacles, which are employed to accelerate the flame and trigger

the transition to detonation. In modules 3 and 4, the detonation stabilizes.

Four pressure sensors (PCB Model 102B with a 482C conditioner) are used

to monitor the propagation velocity. The third sensor (P3 in Fig. 4) is also

used to synchronize the PLIF system with the arrival of the detonation at

the optical window. All pressure signals are recorded with a high-speed

acquisition system (NI, PXI-5105 Oscilloscope), at 30 MHz. Module 5 is
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the visualization section of the ODD. It is equipped with two large quartz

windows (150 × 80 mm2), facing each other. Two pressure sensors (P5 and

P6), 200-mm apart, are placed before and after the windows to record the

detonation speed within the optical part. Finally, module 6 is a safety section

to protect the quartz windows from a potential strong end-wall auto-ignition,

induced by a detonation initiation failure and the shock wave reflection at

the end wall. The end wall of module 6 is equipped with a small laser window

of 10 × 80 mm2.

Fig. 4. Schematic of the optical detonation duct (ODD).

The operating method of the ODD is similar to [39]. From a vacuumed

duct, the stoichiometric H2-air mixture is prepared directly into the ODD

according to partial pressures. The recirculation pump is then activated for

3 min to ensure a good mixing. A one-minute resting time is then added to

ensure a quiescent mixture at ignition. During this minute, all the external

lines (air, H2, vacuum/recirculation, and exhaust) are isolated from the ODD

and all the acquisition and ignition systems are activated. At the end of each

test, the ODD is flushed with air during several minutes to remove water.
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Then, it is vacuumed down to a pressure lower than 0.5 kPa and the residual

pressure is accounted for to prepare the next mixture.

This experimental procedure enables to obtain repeatable detonation

events near CJ conditions D/DCJ = 1.00 ± 0.01 (where D and DCJ are

the detonation speed and Chapman-Jouguet detonation speed, respectively),

which is in agreement with d/λ criterion (where d and λ are the apparatus

diameter and cell size, respectively) for the currently studied weakly unstable

H2 –air detonation and the ODD dimensions [40]. Small mixture composition

variations were observed between each run, leading to small uncertainties on

the equivalence ratio (∆φ = 4%) and the initial pressure (∆P = 2%).

3.2. Diagnostics

We employed a conventional OH-PLIF setup in this study. The excita-

tion beam was generated with a Continuum ND6000 dye laser, pumped by

a frequency-doubled ouput of an ND:YAG laser, near 532 nm, operated at

10 Hz, and with a 7-ns pulse duration. The laser beam was shaped into a

sheet of about 47-mm height and 300-µm thickness in the quartz window of

module 5 by using an arrangement of long focal-length spherical and cylin-

drical lenses (1000 mm and -150 mm, respectively), mirrors, and adjustable

apertures. The laser sheet position was height- and width-centered with re-

spect to the inner section of the duct. Around 284 nm, the energy per pulse

at the laser window of the ODD was up to 15 mJ. The laser energy entering

the ODD was recorded for each pulse, using a beamsplitter and a pyroelectric

energy meter (Coherent J-25MB-LE). For each OH-PLIF measurement, the

laser was warmed-up during 10 minutes to ensure thermalization of the sys-

tem. The exact laser wavelength was determined for each excitation scheme
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based on a laser scan performed with a slot burner, operated with a stoichio-

metric methane-air flame at 293 K and 100 kPa. The line width of the laser,

6 pm, was determined for each excitation scheme, based on these wavelength

scans and comparisons with LIFBASE simulated spectra.

The OH-PLIF images were recorded with an intensified-CCD camera

(Princeton Instrument PI-MAX4), equipped with a UV-lens (Nikon, f =

100 mm, f/2.8) and a 40-nm band-pass filter, centered at 320 nm (LaVision

#110760). An 80-µm spatial resolution was determined with a target placed

at the focal point in the optical section of the ODD. The exposure time was

10 ns for all conditions. This short exposure time was determined as the

optimal setting for maximizing the fluorescence signal and minimizing the

natural OH? chemiluminescence contribution.

The synchronization between the acquisition systems, the ignition system,

the arrival of the detonation at the window, the laser, and the camera was

ensured with two pulse delay generators (BNC Model 575).

3.3. Methodology and post-processing

Single-shot OH-PLIF images were recorded for each condition of inter-

est. Each raw OH-PLIF image was corrected to account for the camera’s

background noise and non-uniform laser energy profile. No OH? chemilu-

minescence corrections were applied, as the chemiluminescence signal was

low compared to the LIF signal (less than 2% in most of the investigated

conditions), and it was limited to the detonation front.

The average laser sheet energy profile was obtained from Rayleigh scat-

tering measurements in the ODD filled with air at 200 kPa and vacuum con-

dition (< 0.05 kPa). The Rayleigh images were obtained from an average
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of 100 single shots, without optical filter, and with an average laser energy

per pulse of 9 mJ. The normalized laser sheet profile was obtained by sub-

tracting the average Rayleigh image at 200 kPa by the average image at

vacuum (< 5 kPa). A row-by-row-correction was then applied by dividing

the background-corrected OH-PLIF images with the normalized laser sheet

profile.

Fig. 5. Examples of corrected OH-PLIF images obtained for H2 –air detonation with
Q1(6) and Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation schemes in a and b, respectively. The gray and green
arrows indicate the direction of the detonation propagation and incident laser, respectively.
Initial conditions are φ= 1, T = 293 K, and P = 50 kPa.

From these corrected images, the fluorescence intensity was averaged in

a region of interest near the front and on the whole height of the laser sheet

to facilitate the comparison with the (1D) ZND simulations. Figs. 5a and 5b
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present the typical location of this region of interest in a 50 kPa H2 –air det-

onation for Q1(6) and Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation schemes, respectively. These

regions of interest were determined systematically with respect to the max-

imum fluorescence intensity. For each condition, the average fluorescence

intensity in this region of interest was compared with the corresponding sim-

ulated LIFmax (see the result section).

4. Results

4.1. Validation of KAT-LIF

Figure 6 presents spectrally-resolved fluorescence spectra as a function

of the distance behind the shock (X) for the three investigated excitation

schemes (Q1(7), Q2(8)+Q1(9), and Q1(6)), obtained with KAT-LIF for a

stoichiometric H2 –air detonation at 293 K and 50 kPa initial conditions. In-

line with the selection rules, the spectrum in Fig. 6a is composed of OH

transitions in the band (0,0), while transitions in the (1,0) and (1,1) bands

are shown in Figs. 6b and 6c. Note that only the excitation scheme strongly

modifies the OH transitions contributing to the fluorescence spectrum and

only small relative intensity variations are observed between different mix-

tures and pressure conditions for a given excitation scheme (see Appendix

A).

From the raw fluorescence spectra presented in Fig. 6, two types of op-

tical filters were considered to both maximize the fluorescence signal and

protect the camera from potential laser scattering: (i) the first is an ideal

notch filter, corresponding to a 100% transmission ± 2 nm outside of the

central wavelength; (ii) the second is based on commercially available fil-
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Fig. 6. Simulations of spatially- and spectrally-resolved fluorescence spectra for a stoi-
chiometric H2 –air detonation at P = 50 kPa and T = 293 K initial conditions. The Q1(7),
Q2(8)+Q1(9), and Q1(6) spectra are presented in a, b, and c, respectively. The dashed
white lines correspond to the end of the induction length (∆i) associated to this H2 –air
detonation. The laser excitation wavelength (λExc) is represented with a white arrow.

ters. A combination of two filters, the Semrock long-pass filter (AFRL-0002:

80% transmission at 313 nm) and the LaVision band-pass filter (LaVision

#110760: 80% transmission centered at 320 nm, with a 40-nm band width),

was considered for Q1(7) excitation scheme, as employed in [41]. The LaVi-

sion band-pass filter was employed for both Q2(8)+Q1(9) and Q1(6) excita-

tion schemes to enable experimental-numerical comparisons. This filter was

previously employed with Q1(6) for OH-PLIF imaging in subsonic combus-

tion studies [37, 38]. From our simulations, the LaVision filter collects more

signal than the previously-employed filters in detonation studies [4, 6, 11, 36],

which favors the use of this filter for Q2(8)+Q1(9).
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Fig. 7. LIF intensity profiles as a function of the distance behind the shock (X) for
the three investigated excitation schemes (Q1(7), Q2(8)+Q1(9), and Q1(6)), considering
an ideal notch filter (optimized to reject laser light) in a and the commercially available
filters in b. Initial conditions are for a stoichiometric H2 –air detonation at P = 50 kPa
and T = 293 K. a and b are normalized by the Q1(7) maximum fluorescence intensity from
a.

The 1D fluorescence profiles obtained with (i) and (ii) for a stoichiometric

H2 –air detonation at 50 kPa and 293 K initial conditions are presented in

Figs. 7a and 7b. Q1(7) is the excitation scheme providing the most intense

fluorescence signal in Fig. 7a, considering the ideal notch filter. However,

most of the fluorescence signal is emitted near the laser wavelength or at
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shorter wavelengths (see Fig. 6a), which prevents an efficient collection of the

fluorescence signal without the (commercially unavailable) ideal notch filter.

Thus, Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation scheme provides the most intense fluorescence

peak, considering the commercially available experimental filters (ii), while

Q1(6) and Q1(7) have 15% and 95% less signal, respectively. Similar trends

were observed for the other experimental conditions. Note that these trends

may change with better collection optics for Q1(7) and may also be relevant

for deflagration conditions.

The different trends in the fluorescence intensity, seen in Figs. 7a and 7b,

demonstrate the importance of employing a spectrally-resolved fluorescence

model and to consider the collection optics in the simulations. The following

results only consider the existing filters case (ii) to match the scope of the

paper.

Several aspects of the simulations are compared with experimental results,

including: the experimental laser scan, the fluorescence intensity evolution

between two excitation schemes (Q1(6) and Q2(8)+Q1(9), at 50 kPa), and

pressure conditions (50 and 100 kPa for Q2(8)+Q1(9)). Due to the limited

expected fluorescence intensity for Q1(7) (see Fig. 7b), the experimental re-

sults were performed with Q1(6) and Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation schemes, only.

Figure 8 compares the experimental and numerical evolution of the nor-

malized fluorescence intensity as a function of the laser wavelength, near

Q1(6) and Q2(8)+Q1(9). The experimental data corresponds to the exper-

imental laser scan performed on the slot burner with a laminar CH4 –air

flame. The two simulated scans were performed with LIFBASE and KAT-

LIF, using the 6 pm experimental laser line width. The flame conditions
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a)

b)

Fig. 8. Experimental-numerical comparison of a laser scan performed near Q1(6) and
Q2(8)+Q1(9), respectively in a and b, for a premix CH4 –air flame, initially at φ= 1,
T = 293 K and P = 100 kPa. For KAT-LIF, a 6 pm laser line width was considered and the
flame conditions (temperature, pressure, and mixture composition) were obtained from
a laminar methane-air flame simulation using the GRI-Mech3.0 [42]. The LIF intensity
(Exc.LIF) from LIFBASE [25] was obtained with: T = 2230 K, P = 100 kPa, and with a
6 pm, 2.3 pm, and 0.2 pm instrumental, Doppler and collisional broadening, respectively.

were obtained from a laminar methane-air flame simulation (i.e., the freely

propagating flame reactor, as employed in [43]) using the GRI-Mech3.0 mech-

anism [42].

Figures 8a and 8b confirm the experimentally-employed laser excitation

wavelength (for both Q1(6) and Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation schemes) and also
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the satisfactory agreement of KAT-LIF with both the experimental scan and

LIFBASE simulations. In Fig. 8b, KAT-LIF is better reproducing the exper-

imental fluorescence intensity, compared to LIFBASE, when the excitation

wavelength was set near Q2(8)+Q1(9) wavelengths. Besides this satisfactory

agreement, a small discrepancy is observed between the experimental scan

and both KAT-LIF and LIFBASE, near 283.093 nm, in Fig. 8a. The origin of

this discrepancy is uncertain, as neither LIFBASE or KAT-LIF satisfactory

reproduce the experimental fluorescence intensity for this transition. This

indicates that some aspects are not captured for this specific line in both

modeling approaches, either due the Boltzmann equilibrium assumption, the

regime of fluorescence assumption (linear), or inaccurate spectroscopic pa-

rameters. Note that KAT-LIF simulations were also in agreement with LIF-

BASE, when the excitation wavelength was set near Q1(7) wavelengths (not

presented in Fig. 8).

Figure 9 compares the experimental (symbols) and numerical (lines) evo-

lution of the fluorescence intensity as a function of the laser energy for Q1(6)

and Q2(8)+Q1(9) at 50 kPa. The experimental averaged fluorescence inten-

sity was obtained based on the post-processing procedure presented in Section

3.3 and the KAT-LIF results were obtained from LIFmax (see Fig. 3). Figure

9 confirms the linear regime of fluorescence for both lines in this range of laser

energy and detonation conditions. Note that similar results were obtained at

100 kPa for Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation scheme, which confirm the linear regime

of fluorescence at higher pressure (see Appendix B). More important, to

quantify KAT-LIF’s agreement, the evolutions of the slopes were compared

in each figure. In a 50 kPa H2 –air detonation, changing the excitation scheme
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from Q2(8)+Q1(9) to Q1(6) decreases the simulated fluorescence intensity

by 16%, which is very close to the 17% (+/-5%) decrease observed in the

experiments. Similarly for the pressure effect (see Appendix B), decreas-

ing the initial pressure from 100 kPa to 50 kPa increases the simulated and

experimental fluorescence intensity by 70 and 61% (±6%), respectively.
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Fig. 9. Experimental and numerical (KAT-LIF) fluorescence intensity evolution as a
function of the laser energy per pulse for Q1(6) and Q2(8)+Q1(9). Results were obtained
for a stoichiometric H2 –air detonation at P = 50 kPa and T = 293 K initial conditions.

These results confirm the satisfactory performance of KAT-LIF to repro-

duce the OH fluorescence intensity evolution, in the linear regime of fluores-

cence, as a function of the excitation schemes and the experimental condi-

tions.

4.2. Comparison of the excitation schemes for different detonation conditions

Table 1 compares the influence of the excitation schemes, the initial pres-

sure, and the diluent effect on the two quantities of interest, LIFmax and

Error0→10cm (see Section 2.3 for definitions).

The LIFmax results are discussed here. For any experimental conditions,
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the Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation scheme has the highest LIFmax, while Q1(7) has

the lowest one. In fact, Q1(7) LIFmax is lower than Q2(8)+Q1(9) due to the

non-optimized collection optics, see Fig. 7. In addition, Ar-diluted detonation

promotes fluorescence intensity (LIFmax) compared to N2-diluted ones. This

effect is mainly due to the higher temperature and pressure conditions in

Ar-diluted detonation, which increase by 30% the NOH compared to the N2-

diluted case at X = XLIFmax . Finally, the LIFmax decreases with pressure,

which was expected due to the quenching rate increase and the decrease of

the absorption cross-section (due to the line broadening).

Table 1: Summary of the characteristic values extracted from the different KAT-LIF
simulations, based on the ZND profiles. Details on the filter employed for each excitation
scheme are available in Section 4.1. All LIFmax values are normalized by the LIFmax from
the H2 –air detonation with Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation scheme at P = 50 kPa.

Mixture Cond. LIFmax [%] Error0→10cm [-]

[kPa] Q1(7)
Q2(8)
+

Q1(9)
Q1(6) Q1(7)

Q2(8)
+

Q1(9)
Q1(6)

H2 –O2 –Ar 20 8.66 206 164 1.66 1.24 1.44
H2 –O2 –Ar 50 5.17 136 107 8.14 2.39 3.39
H2 –O2 –Ar 100 2.93 83 66.7 240 9.06 22.2
H2 –air 20 6.53 152 128 1.25 1.20 1.22
H2 –air 50 3.91 100 84.3 3.71 1.67 2.20
H2 –air 100 2.17 60.2 51.9 27.7 3.81 7.05

Table 1 also presents the maximum error on OH number density (Error0→10cm),

obtained by a single point calibration for all conditions and excitation schemes,

as described in Section 2.3. From this error analysis, the Q2(8)+Q1(9) has

the lowest error to measure the OH number density, 20% for a 20 kPa H2 –air

detonation. The Q1(7) excitation scheme has the highest error for all exper-

imental conditions and among all the excitation schemes. The error reaches

up to 240, corresponding to an error higher than two orders of magnitude

on NOH, for a 100 kPa H2 –O2 –Ar detonation with Q1(7) excitation scheme.
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Finally, for all excitation schemes, the error increases with pressure and is

the highest in the case of Ar-diluted conditions. This error increase can be

explained with the shortening of ∆i for Argon-diluted detonation and higher

initial pressure. As the analyses are based on a fixed 10 cm-distance, the op-

tical path for which the laser is absorbed increases (i.e., see the discussion on

the species contributing to the absorption in Section 2.1). Thus, the laser ab-

sorption at 10 cm is higher when ∆i is reduced, which induces an increase of

the Error0→10cm. Similarly, the higher error for Q1(7) is due to the stronger

absorption cross-section of Q1(7) excitation line compared to Q2(8)+Q1(9)

and Q1(6).

Note that the present analyses only consider the accuracy of the tech-

nique, neglecting the potential bias introduced by the simplified nature of

the ZND simulations. The 1D OH profile from the ZND simulations does

not account for the velocity change of the leading shock and neglects the

presence of pocket of high and low OH number density along the laser path,

see [21]. Furthermore, despite the use of a detailed reaction model, the in-

duction and reaction zone thicknesses are typically under-estimated in ZND

simulations [44], because of the extrapolation of the kinetics parameters out-

side of their range of validation, experimental losses not accounted for [45],

and possibly vibrational non-equilibrium effects [46, 47]. Due to these simpli-

fications, the present analyses must underestimate the error (Error0→10cm)

under all conditions. Errors above a factor of 2 and near 1.5 are expected ex-

perimentally for any 50-100 kPa and 20 kPa detonation, respectively. Thus,

quantitative OH measurements do not seem achievable for any practical H2

detonation (i.e., near 100 kPa) using a simple single-point-calibration with
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the conventional excitation schemes. Wider parametric investigation (tem-

perature, pressure, mixture composition, laser excitation wavelength, laser

width, and laser energy) are out of the scope of the present study.

4.3. Most promising excitation schemes for OH-PLIF visualization

The main limitation of the current approaches for OH-PLIF visualization

in detonation is that the qualitative information is restricted to short optical

path [21], i.e., at the detonation front for a frontal laser orientation. For

example in Fig. 5, the fluorescence intensity drops by a factor of two in

less than 10 mm behind the front. Thus, we experimentally evidenced two

more favorable strategies to obtain qualitative information far from the front,

resulting in more physically consistent OH-PLIF images (i.e., with regions

of high fluorescence intensity far from the front). The first one is to perform

saturated LIF and the second is to chose a laser excitation wavelength that

involve a reduced OH absorption cross-section, for which a detonation can

be considered as a quasi-optically-thin flow. Note that laser and camera

parameters were modified, compared to the previous set of measurements, to

maximize the laser energy density output and the signal-to-noise ratio.

Figure 10a presents the evolution of the OH absorption cross-section near

Q2(8)+Q1(9), calculated from KAT-LIF for detonation-relevant conditions.

The two laser wavelengths, corresponding to the new excitation strategies

(saturated LIF and the optically thin regime), are denoted as Exc.1 and

Exc.2, respectively.
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Fig. 10. a) KAT-LIF simulation of the OH absorption cross-section (σOH) and the two
investigated laser wavelengths (Exc.1 and Exc.2), near Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation scheme.
The b and c OH-PLIF images are normalized by their own maximum and were obtained
with Exc.1 and Exc.2., respectively. Initial conditions are stoichiometric H2 –air detona-
tion at P = 50 kPa and T = 293 K. Exc.1 corresponds to the saturated LIF strategy and
Exc.2 corresponds to the optically thin regime.
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To apply the first strategy, an easy to saturate transition needs to be

identified based on its high-rotational number, since it would correspond to

two weakly populated levels (compared to Q1(7), Q2(8)+Q1(9), and Q1(6)).

In addition, the transition has to be well isolated to identify its contribution.

As a proof of concept, we identified the (1,0)R1(17) transition as a good

candidate. Experimentally, the laser wavelength was set at 283.981 nm, cor-

responding to the R1(17) linecenter (Exc.1 in Fig. 10a). Figure 10b presents

the resulting OH-PLIF image obtained with a 15 mJ laser pulse for Exc.1,

for a stoichiometric H2 –air detonation at 50 kPa and 293 K initial conditions.

It is clearly observed that one of the limitations of the previous excitation

scheme, i.e., fluorescence signal limited to the front only, is overcome. The

R1(17) excitation scheme enables to visualize the LIF intensity evolution

for longer distances (up to 70 mm behind the front) compared to Q1(7),

Q2(8)+Q1(9), and Q1(6). Additional OH-PLIF images obtained at lower

laser energy enable to confirm the near-saturation regime of fluorescence for

more than half of the visualization window. Due to our limited laser energy

output, higher laser energy imaging could not be obtained to fully confirm

the saturated regime of fluorescence over the whole visualization window.

The second strategy relies on the LIF regime classification proposed in [20],

which evidenced the effect of the optical regime thickness on quantitative LIF

measurements. For all the detonation conditions investigated experimentally

with the classical excitation schemes, more than 50% of the laser energy

is absorbed within less than 10 mm after the OH production onset, while

a lower laser absorption rate can be achievable by selecting an appropriate

laser wavelength. Thus, the laser absorption rate can be significantly re-
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duced for off-centered laser wavelengths (i.e., with respect to the transition

linecenter) or by selecting OH transitions with a significantly lower OH ab-

sorption cross-section. As a proof of concept, the laser was set at 284.051 nm,

denoted as Exc.2 in Fig. 10a and determined with a 45 pm offset compared

to Q2(8)+Q1(9) linecenter (i.e., determined on the slot burner). For this

specific wavelength, a weak fluorescence signal was expected, as the laser

light is weakly interacting with the wing of the P1(5) transition. Figure 10c

presents a typical experimental OH-PLIF image obtained with Exc.2 for the

same stoichiometric H2 –air detonation with a 15 mJ laser pulse. A low but

noticeable fluorescence signal is obtained far behind the detonation front,

which was not observed with any of the two tested lines (Q2(8)+Q1(9) and

Q1(6)). Figure 10c proves that a detonation can be an optically thin flow

when an appropriated laser wavelength is selected and a high-enough laser

energy density is used. Note that the development of modern cameras with

a higher sensitivity could also be beneficial to this excitation strategy.

To further evidence the benefits of these two novel strategies, Fig. 11

presents the experimental 1D fluorescence evolution as a function of the dis-

tance from the fluorescence maximum for the investigated excitation schemes

with a stoichiometric H2 –air detonation at 50 kPa and 293 K. The ZND

OH number density (NOH) evolution is also presented to compare its evolu-

tion with the fluorescence intensity. In Fig. 11, the conventional excitation

schemes (Q2(8)+Q1(9) and Q1(6)) present a strong monotonic decay of the

fluorescence signal, while both Exc.1 and Exc.2 present a non-monotonic

behavior. This non-monotonic evolution is due to the lower fluorescence in-

tensity region, observed at 30-35 and 25-30 mm from the end of the window
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Fig. 11. Experimental one-dimensional fluorescence intensity evolution as a function of
the distance from the peak maximum for different excitation schemes in a stoichiometric
H2 –air detonation at P = 50 kPa and T = 293 K. Each OH-PLIF images are vertically-
averaged over the height of the laser sheet. The OH number density (NOH) is from ZND
calculation and enables a comparison with the evolution with the fluorescence intensity. All
the distances are with respect to each profile maximum. Exc.1, Exc.2, Q1(6), Q2(8)+Q1(9)
data are from Figs. 10b, 10c, 5a, and 5b, respectively.

in Figs. 10b and 10c, respectively. Furthermore, the position of this region

is different from one shot to another and its distance from the fluorescence

maximum increases when the detonation approaches the end of the window

(distance = 0 mm in Fig. 10a). Both trends indicate that this phenomenon

is not due to the local sensitivity of the camera, while it is most likely test-

rig-dependent rather than a property of the H2 –air detonation mixture. Ex-

plaining this origin of this phenomenon is out of the present study’s scope

and will be investigated more thoroughly in another publication. Aside from

this lower fluorescence intensity pocket, Fig. 11 confirms the previous con-

clusions, which are: (i) the conventional excitation schemes (Q2(8)+Q1(9)

and Q1(6)) give information limited to the detonation front with a rapid flu-

orescence signal decay, due to the optically thick regime; (ii) the assumption

that Exc.1 is near the saturation, for at least half of the OH-PLIF seems
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confirmed, as the fluorescence decays of Exc.1 and Exc.2 are in agreement

over the first 20 mm after the fluorescence maximum. Nevertheless, the flu-

orescence intensity decreases for longer distance, while the thermodynamic

conditions and NOH are nearly constant (see Fig. 2). This trend tends to con-

firm that the saturation is not reached on the overall OH-PLIF image using

Exc.1 excitation scheme. (iii) Exc.2 fluorescence decay is slower compared

to the conventional excitation schemes and agrees with Exc.1, which is in

agreement with a lower laser absorption rate (i.e., expected from Fig. 10a).

In addition, the near constant fluorescence signal from 25 mm to the end of

the visualization window correlates well with the constant NOH . Both ob-

servations indicate that the OH-PLIF images from Exc.2 were obtained in a

near-optically-thin-regime. Note that the decay of the experimental fluores-

cence intensity and simulated NOH decay cannot be commented in details, as

the transition lineshapes are not constant along the first 10 mm and due to

the simplified nature of the ZND calculations (as discussed in Section 4.2).

Further investigation of both excitation strategies is out of the scope of

the present study, as a large number of excitation wavelengths are expected

to reach the saturated regime of fluorescence and optically thin detonation

waves. A future study will be devoted to the identification of the optimal

parameters (laser excitation wavelength, laser energy, laser width) to further

improve the quality of the OH-PLIF images for different detonation condi-

tions. Note that these two excitation strategies do not aim to be employed

for OH-LIF quantitative measurements on the overall detonation field with a

single-point calibration. With optimal parameters, these excitation strategies

could be employed to validate the physical relevance (existence and charac-
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teristic dimensions) of the periodical structures observed behind the reaction

front in the simulated OH field (see Fig. 8a in [21]).

5. Conclusions

In the present study, we have validated a spectrally-resolved fluorescence

model, using experiments performed with H2 –air mixtures in a newly de-

veloped optical detonation duct. We numerically investigated the effects of

the excitation line, the initial pressure (50 and 100 kPa), and the diluent

(N2/Ar) on the fluorescence spectrum, the spectrally-averaged 1D LIF in-

tensity, and the quantitative capabilities of the OH-LIF measurements for

different 2 H2 –O2 –3.76 diluent detonable mixtures. The three investigated

excitation lines corresponded to the A2Σ+ ← X2Π energy level and are

the following transitions: (1,0)Q1(7), both (1,0)Q2(8) and (1,0)Q1(9), and

(1,0)Q1(6). The main conclusions are the following:

� The OH lines contributing to the fluorescence spectrum are excitation-

scheme-dependent and insensitive to the experimental conditions, while

the intensity of the lines vary from one condition to another.

� Considering the commercially available OH optical filters, the Q2(8)+Q1(9)

excitation scheme provides the highest LIF intensity for all the investi-

gated H2-fuel detonations, while the Q1(7) could be the strongest line

with appropriate collection optics.

� The maximum LIF intensity decreases with increasing pressure for all

the excitation schemes and the highest fluorescence intensity was ob-

tained with Ar-diluted detonation for all pressure cases.
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� Using a single point calibration, at the fluorescence peak, it is currently

not possible to perform quantitative measurements of OH radicals for

any H2-fueled detonation, using the conventional excitation schemes.

The reported error is above 50% for any practical H2 detonations (≥

50 kPa).

� Finally, we experimentally evidenced more favorable excitation schemes

to obtain qualitative information far behind the front, by being in satu-

rated regime of fluorescence or by enforcing an optically thin detonation

wave with appropriate laser configuration. These two presented exci-

tation schemes correspond to more appropriate LIF strategies that will

enable better detonation flow visualization. These strategies address

the non-physical LIF signal evolution obtained in the previous OH-

PLIF images in the literature. While both approaches are promising,

they require high laser energy outputs (>15 mJ/pulse) to obtain a rea-

sonable signal-to-noise ratio over a large visualization domain (∼ 5 cm

in height).

Future work will focus on performing an extensive screening of the OH

transitions lines available in HITRAN to identify laser excitation wavelengths

where saturated LIF and optically thin detonation waves can be achieved

with a moderate laser energy.
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Appendix A. Additional fluorescence spectra

Figure A.12 presents the fluorescence spectra obtained with the Q2(8)+Q1(9)

excitation scheme in different experimental conditions. The spectra presented

in Figs. A.12a, A.12b, and A.12c correspond to H2 –air at 100 kPa, H2 –air

at 50 kPa, and H2 –O2 –Ar at 50 kPa, respectively. In these three spectra,

the OH transitions contributing to each spectrum are the same. The small

intensity variations are barely noticeable due to the logarithmic color scale.

Nevertheless, the relative intensity variation discussed in the model valida-

tion and Fig. 7 are observed in these spectra. In the present experimental

conditions and laser configurations, Fig. A.12 confirms that the OH transi-

tions contributing to the fluorescence spectra are mainly insensitive to the

experimental conditions and only the intensity of the transitions varies from

one condition to another.
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Fig. A.12. Simulations of spatially- and spectrally-resolved fluorescence spectra for differ-
ent detonation conditions using Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation scheme. Fig. A.12a corresponds
to the fluorescence spectrum of a stoichiometric H2 –air detonation at P = 100 kPa and
T = 293 K. Fig. A.12b corresponds to the fluorescence spectrum of a stoichiometric H2 –air
detonation at P = 50 kPa and T = 293 K. Fig. A.12c corresponds to the fluorescence spec-
trum of a stoichiometric H2 –O2 –Ar detonation at P = 50 kPa and T = 293 K. The dashed
white lines correspond to the end of the induction length ∆i associated to each detonation
condition. The laser excitation wavelength (λExc) is identical in a, b, and c and is only
represented with a white arrow in c.
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Appendix B. Effect of pressure on the fluorescence intensity

Figure B.13 presents the experimental (symbols) and numerical (lines)

evolution of the fluorescence intensity as a function of the laser energy per

pulse for Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation scheme at 50 and 100 kPa initial pressure.

Three experimental results were acquired for the 100 kPa detonations with

significantly different laser energy pulse to determine the slope, as the linear

regime of fluorescence was already proven at lower pressure for the same

excitation scheme. This result confirms the linear regime of fluorescence at

100 kPa for Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation scheme. It also indirectly confirms the

linear regime of fluorescence for the Q1(6) excitation scheme by analogy.

Note that the present 50 kPa results cannot be compared to the previous

results presented in Fig. 9, as they were acquired at a different moment of

the experimental campaign with different settings.
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Fig. B.13. Experimental and numerical (KAT-LIF) fluorescence intensity evolution as
a function of the laser energy per pulse, using Q2(8)+Q1(9) excitation scheme, for a
stoichiometric H2 –air detonation at T = 293 K, P = 50 kPa and P = 100 kPa.
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